The work reported in this paper aims at the development of evolutionary algorithms to register images for signature recognition purposes. We propose and develop several registration methods in order to obtain accurate and fast algorithms. First, we introduce two variants of the firefly method that proved to have excellent accuracy and fair run times. In order to speed up the computation, we propose two variants of Accelerated Particle Swarm Optimization (APSO) method. The resulted algorithms are significantly faster than the firefly-based ones, but the recognition rates are a little bit lower. In order to find a trade-off between the recognition rate and the computational complexity of the algorithms, we developed a hybrid method that combines the ability of auto-adaptive Evolution Strategies (ES) search to discover a global optimum solution with the strong quick convergence ability of APSO. The accuracy and the efficiency of the resulted algorithms have been experimentally proved by conducting a long series of tests on various pairs of signature images. The comparative analysis concerning the quality of the proposed methods together with conclusions and suggestions for further developments are provided in the final part of the paper.
Introduction
One of the most challenging tasks of image recognition is to align images acquired at different times, by different sensors and from different angles. The registration process consists of finding correspondence between all pixels in two images of a specific scene. Registration methods are applied in various real-world problems, including object detection and recognition, motion analysis, change detection and object tracking.
Basically, image registration techniques deal with geometric distortions, the ultimate goal being to find out a set of transformation parameters that maximize the similarity degree between the images to be aligned. The class of perturbation models addressed by registration includes spatial transformations as for instance rigid, affine, projective, and global polynomial perturbation functions. The research reported in our paper involves the most commonly studied geometric degradation model, namely the affine transformation, defined as a mixture of translation, rotation, scale changes, shear and aspect ratio changes.
So far, various classes of registration techniques, mainly depending on the perturbation model, have been presented in the literature [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The most commonly used classes of registration methods include Principal Axes Transform (PAT), multiresolution registration, boundary registration, model-based registration, adaptive registration and optimization-based registration. PAT method belongs to PCA-based image processing techniques. Basically, the main advantages of using principal components (PCs) in digital signal analysis is that PCs are uncorrelated, with the information encoded 2 of 15 in each one of them being the maximum for the whole set [8] . Multiresolution methods align two images using sets of increasingly smaller size representations. Since smaller images reduce geometric differences, a global transformation function successfully registers the images and speeds up the registration process. Boundary registration uses the idea of aligning images using their boundaries. The adaptive registration techniques are developed based on a collection of tools and use information about the geometric and intensity differences between the images to select the right tool for alignment. The model-based methods are applied when traditional dissimilarity measures cannot be used to find an initial registration of the images. In such cases, additional information about the images should guide the alignment process.
The techniques proposed in this paper belong to the optimization class and consist of evolutionary computation (EC) approaches. The EC approaches of image registration are usually three stage mechanisms. First, a similarity measure which can be associated to the fitness function has to be defined. In the second stage the initial parameter values that approximately register the images are automatically established by randomly generating them in a certain search space. Finally, an EC-based algorithm that takes the initial variants of registration to the optimal one is applied. The field of EC consists of genetic algorithms (GA), evolution strategies (ES), genetic programming, differential evolution, evolutionary programming and swarm intelligence. So far, the most commonly used EC methods for image registration includes GAs, memetic algorithms and particle swarm optimization [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Our research focuses on the development of image registration techniques for signature recognition. In our work we consider the degradation model that combines the rigid transformation with a shear transformation acting along the x axis. We propose and develop several EC registration methods in order to obtain accurate recognition rates and fast algorithms. First, we introduce two variants of the firefly method that proved to have excellent accuracy and fair run times. In order to speed up the computation, we propose two variants of Accelerated Particle Swarm Optimization (APSO) method. The resulted algorithms are significantly faster than the first ones, but the recognition rates are a little bit lower as compared to firefly techniques. Finally, we propose new hybrid models that combine evolution strategies and APSO methods in order to develop fast and efficient registration algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The proposed general EC approach of image registration developed based on the considered degradation model is supplied in Section 2. Next, a brief description of two standard EC methods, namely firefly algorithm and evolution strategies, is provided. The proposed variants of the firefly method and a new hybrid EC approach of image registration are introduced in the core section of the paper. A series of experimental results and the comparative analysis concerning the accuracy and the efficiency of the proposed algorithms are exposed in Section 6. The final part of the paper includes conclusions and suggestions for further developments regarding EC solutions for image registration.
The Proposed Evolutionary Computing General Framework for Image Registration
The main idea of performing image registration task using a particular EC approach is quite simple and can be described as follows. Let us denote by I 1 the reference image and we assume that the sensed image I 2 is defined by I 2 (x, y) = I 1 (x 1 , y 1 )
where T SP is the geometric transformation that depends on a particular set of parameters, SP. We assume that T SP is invertible and the analytic expressions of T SP and T
−1
SP are known. The attempt to align I 2 to I 1 consists of computing the transformation parameters SP and applying the inverse T
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The computation of the transformation parameters can be carried out by an evolutionary algorithm (EA), where the search space is established based on SP, the fitness is defined in terms of a similarity/dissimilarity function computed either for the pair I 1 , I 2 Ť −1 SP or for I 2 , I 1 Ť SP , andŤ SP corresponds to the computed values of the parameters.
One of the most commonly used degradation models corresponds to the affine transformation. The main geometric transformations involved with an affine function are rigid spatial transformations, the shear effect acting along axes and changes in the aspect ratio.
The rigid transformation can be described in terms of translation, rotation and scale changes. Its main property is that the objects in images preserve their relative shape and dimensions. The 2D rigid transformation having as inputs the image I 1 and the parameters (a, b, s, θ) produces the output I 2 defined by I 2 (x, y) = I 1 (x 1 , y 1 )
where a b defines the translation, s stands for the scale factor and R = cos θ − sin θ sin θ cos θ is the rotation matrix. The shear effect acting along axes is defined by
while the changes in aspect ratio are given by the matrix S = s x 0 0 s y
The affine transformations are obtained by applying any sequence of rigid transformations, shears and changes in the aspect ratio [15] .
In our work we use the perturbation model given by a sequence of a shear transformation, acting along the x axis, and a rigid function
In this case, the set of transformation parameters is SP = {a, b, s, θ, d}. Consequently, an EA should operate on chromosomes having their solution part represented by a five sized real-valued vector. Each candidate solution corresponds to a potential transformation parameter (a sol , b sol , s sol , θ sol , d sol ). In the case of self-adaptive procedures, the chromosome representation should include a parameter part, the additional alleles being related to the mutation operator.
Various similarity/dissimilarity measures have been reported so far, each one having its own strengths and shortcomings. In our developments we use one of the most studied similarity measures for solving the image registration problem, namely the Shannon mutual information (MI) method [16] [17] [18] . The main drawback of any MI-based EA that processes arbitrary grey level images is its computational complexity. In order to solve the complexity problem involved by the MI quality evaluation, we use the mutual information computed between the binary variants of the reference I 1 and the transformed image I 2 Ť −1 SP respectively. 
where H(·) is the Shannon entropy, and H(I 1 , I 2 ) is the joint entropy
Since
we get max
We define the fitness function of each genotype g corresponding to the transformationŤ SP , by
where I g = I 2 Ť −1 SP . Note that fitness(g) ≤ 1 and the maximum value of the fitness function is obtained when I g = I 1 , which is equivalent to I g Ť SP = I 2 .
The Firefly Algorithm
The Firefly algorithm developed by Xin-She Yang [20] belongs to a meta-heuristic nature inspired class of algorithms, based on swarm intelligence, being typically used to solve a variety of optimization problems in real-world applications, from project scheduling problems to rich vehicle routing, and from image processing to engineering machining parameters optimization [21] [22] [23] [24] .
Let us consider the optimization problem
The firefly algorithm is based on the flashing behavior, bioluminescence or flashing signals, of fireflies and it relies on three idealized rules underlying the mathematical model. First, the intensity of bioluminescence represents an indicator of fitness for the firefly. The brightness of a firefly is influenced by F and it is determined by the landscape of F. The light intensity is proportional to the value of the objective function F. The second rule is based on the attractiveness of the individuals, which is directly proportional to the light intensity. This means that a less bright firefly will move to the brighter one. The brightness of the firefly is directly influenced by the distance between fireflies due to the fact that the air absorbs light. Finally, the last rule states that all fireflies of the swarm are unisexual, therefore they attract one another regardless of gender.
The main features of the standard firefly algorithm are the attractiveness, the movement and the distance. The attractiveness of a firefly is proportionally influenced by light intensity, which itself is associated with the objective function and this attractiveness decreases as the distance between individuals increases. From the mathematical point of view, this idea is expressed by the following monotonically decreasing function
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where β 0 is the attractiveness when the distance between two fireflies is zero (r = 0), γ is the light absorption coefficient controlling the decrease of light intensity, and r is the distance between two fireflies. The movement of a firefly i toward a more attractive, brighter, firefly j is defined by
where x i represents the current position of firefly i, the second term represents the attraction to the light intensity while ε is randomly generated from U(0, 1).
In the following we refer to a firefly i by its current position, x i . Let n be the number of the fireflies, MaxGeneration the maximum generations, β 0 the initial attractiveness, γ the light absorption coefficient, and α controlling the randomness. The standard version of the firefly algorithm is described in the Algorithm 1. for i = 1 : n 5:
Move firefly x i toward firefly x j using (17) In most of the cases the α step is static or linear with its value decreasing from iteration to iteration, each firefly from generation having the same step value. For instance, the parameter α is updated after each generation by [25] α t = α t−1 ·α damp (18) where α damp ∈ (0, 1). Usually α damp ≥ 0.9. Note that if the firefly x j is replaced by the current best individual, g, we obtain a simplified version of firefly algorithm, namely the APSO method. APSO accelerates the convergence and reduces the complexity effort of the algorithm, but also can decrease its accuracy [26] . The updating rule of APSO is expressed by
One of the most important steps in developing the firefly algorithm is the parameter setting. Various algorithms can be obtained based on the previous parameters, including Differential Evolution, Simulated Annealing, Harmony Search and Particle Swarm Optimization [27] . In the standard firefly algorithm one of the factors that influence the diversity of the population is the randomization α·ε, where α is the randomization parameter. In general the α step is static or linear with its value decreasing from iteration to iteration, each firefly from generation having the same step value. If α has a small value, the current solution may be trapped in the local optimum, resulting in a premature convergence. Large values of randomness parameter may lead to divergent algorithms. The parameter α directly affects the exploration and exploitation of the algorithm. The value of α should rapidly decrease through the first generations to explore new search space, while it should slightly vary from one iteration to another in the last part of the algorithm.
Evolution Strategies
The evolution strategies (ESs) represent one of the major paradigms of the evolutionary algorithm, used in a wide variety of optimization tasks and typically continuous but also discrete, combinatorial search spaces with and without constraints [28] . One of the main features of ESs is self-adaptability, a mechanism that adjusts the parameters of the exploration distribution during the search process [29] . In most of the cases, the self-adaptation is strictly related to the mutation mechanism.
In ESs the mutation process represents the main variation operator and usually implements the following strategies: uncorrelated mutation with one step, uncorrelated mutation with n steps and correlated mutations respectively.
The first mutation procedure uses a single standard deviation parameter, or step size, to compute each allele of the resulted chromosome. The uncorrelated mutation with n steps deals with possible different step sizes to affect different alleles in a chromosome in order to treat dimensions differently. This way, the mutation procedure introduces different standard deviations for each axis, the resulted offspring being placed on an ellipse around the individual to be mutated, orthogonal to the axes. In case of the correlated mutation, the resulted offspring belong to an ellipse having any orientation by rotating it with a rotation matrix given by a covariance parameter. Mutation mainly depends on the mutation strength parameter [30] . At the beginning of the optimization process, the value of this parameter should be large to ensure the exploring of the search space and later, in the vicinity of the optimum point, the value of the parameter should decrease to ensure the exploitation phase.
In the ES the phenotype space is typically R n . In this case, the genotype and the phenotype coincide and the representation of the chromosome is straightforward, with no codification being needed. If the search procedure implements self-adaptation, each candidate solution c is defined in terms of solution part c sol and parameter part c part [29] . For instance, in the case of the standard uncorrelated multistep mutation, the chromosome representation is as follows c = c sol , c part (20) 
where, for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, σ i is the step size of mutation. The algorithm uses a population P of µ potential solutions named chromosomes, which are randomly generated in the first generation. Usually, the size of population is fixed. In the evolution strategies, the parent selection is not influenced by the fitness function, meaning that the entire population could generate offspring solutions. The size of offspring population should be larger than the parent set, the recommended size being λ ∼ = 7·µ.
The crossover procedure creates new individuals, mixing the genetic material of parents. The recombination procedures are either local or global and use discrete and respectively intermediate crossover mechanisms. In case of the local recombination, a new offspring is generated using two parents randomly selected from population. In contrast to this, in case of the global recombination, each allele of the new offspring is obtained using a pair of parents. The resulted child has multiple parents.
In our hybrid approach described in Section 5.2, the standard uncorrelated multistep mutation procedure is used to add some randomness to the solution. The mutated version of a chromosome c =(x 1 , . . . , x n , σ 1 , . . . , σ n ) is the genotype c = x 1 , . . . , x n , σ 1 , . . . , σ n computed as follows:
where σ i represents the mutation step, N(0, 1) represent a random number generated from normal distribution, τ and τ stand for the learning steps
Note that, in order to keep the step sizes above a certain threshold, one can apply the rule
In the ES algorithm, the survivor selection mechanism is deterministic. In case of ( µ, λ) selection, the next generation of µ chromosomes are selected from offspring population only. In case of ( µ + λ) the best µ chromosomes are chosen from both the parent population and the children multiset [28] .
The general ES scheme is described in the Algorithm 2. 
The Proposed Evolutionary Algorithms for Image Registration
In order to solve the image registration problem, we propose two variants of the firefly algorithm together with their corresponding APSO versions. Also, a hybridization of APSO algorithm with an ES-based technique is supplied next.
The Proposed Variants of Firefly Algorithm and APSO
In the following we describe two proposed updating rule variants to develop new algorithms based on the general scheme of the standard firefly algorithm and APSO mechanism respectively. Each candidate solution (firefly) is a D-dimensional real valued vector whose entries are the values of a potential transformation parameter. Note that if the search space corresponds to the degradation model (8) then D = 5. We considered the fixed-size model, with each current population having n chromosomes, X = {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . . x n },
Also, we assume that for each candidate solution x i
In other words, each transformation parameter belonging to SP is assumed to be bounded by certain given values, the search space being defined by
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The initial firefly population, X 0 , is randomly generated according to
where d is a random number generated from uniform distribution U(0, 1). We introduce two modalities to define the randomness parameter α and we compute the dissimilarity between each component of two different individuals instead of the classic Euclidian distance to deal with the attributes diversity.
First, we take into account the search space bounds to define the updating rule
where c is a given constant scale factor, ε is randomly generated from the uniform distribution U(0, 1). Note that the factor β ij depends on the value of k. The vector r measures the differences between x i and x j , its kth component being given by
where
The updating rule (31) modifies each component k of the individual x i based on its corresponding range.
The second proposed updating rule takes into account both the variable ranges and the quality of the attractor
where fitness x j represents the quality of the attractor, c is the constant scale factor and ε is randomly generated from uniform distribution. In the proposed attractiveness formula, the quality of the attractor affects the randomness parameter defined by (37). In case of high luminous intensity individuals x j less randomness value ε is added. If the firefly x j is weak then the perturbation grows. As the search progresses, unfeasible individuals can be obtained. In order to deal with unfeasibility, we use the following border reflection mechanism. If the updated value of x i (k) exceeds the upper bound hb(k) then it is set according to
c 1 (0, 1) and U stands for the uniform distribution U(val, hb(k)). If the computed value of x i (k) is below lb(k) then we apply the following updating rule
where c 1 (0, 1), val is defined by (39), and U stands for the uniform distribution U(val, hb(k)).
In case x j is replaced by the best individual of the current firefly population, g, we get the modified updating rules of APSO algorithm
Hybridization between ES Search and APSO
The main aim of the hybrid approach introduced next is to find a trade-off between the accuracy and the efficiency of the obtained algorithms. The resulted techniques combine the ability of auto-adaptive ES search to correctly identify the direction of fitness increase to find out a global optimum solution with the strong quick convergence ability of APSO.
The proposed hybrid technique is a two-stage mechanism that first uses an ES search mechanism to detect the direction of fitness increase and a certain population, Pop, then applies one of the proposed variants of APSO using a subset of good individuals X 0 ⊆ Pop to quickly reach an optimal solution. The idea behind this hybridization relies on the following remarks. Despite the fact that ES mechanisms are in general very suitable to rapidly identify promising areas of the space search, they are less good for finely tuning the solutions. A more efficient method might be to incorporate a more systematic search of the vicinity of good solutions by adding a search mechanism with a quick convergence ability.
The ES component of the hybrid technique is characterized by: σ ini , the initial values of σ−parameter; ε σ , the minimum value of each step size; NMax, the maximum number of generations; and the threshold parameter τ controlling the desired sub-optimal fitness value, τ < 1. The parameters of APSO are: MaxGeneration, the maximum number of firefly populations, β 0 , γ the parameters of the updating rule, and n the APSO population size.
The computation scheme of the proposed method is described as follows Algorithm 3 Hybrid ES-APSO algorithm 1: Inputs: µ, λ, σ ini , ε σ , NMax, τ, I, T, MaxGeneration, β 0 , γ, n 2: t ← 0 3: Randomly generate P t 4: Evaluate each c ∈ P t and compute the best fitted individual, best 5: while t < NMax and fitness(best)< τ do 6:
Compute O t using a recombination procedure 7:
Compute MO t , the mutated variants of individuals belonging to O t 8:
Evaluate each c ∈ MO t 9:
Select the next generation P t+1 using either (µ + λ) procedure or (µ, λ) mechanism and determine the chromosome best; 10:
t ← t + 1 11: end while Algorithm 3: Cont.
12: Select the best n individuals from the last computed P t to compute X 0 13: Initialize L i for each x i ∈ X 0 ; t ← 0 14: while (t < MaxGeneration) do 15:
Compute g, the best fitted firefly from the current population 16:
for i = 1:n 17:
Move firefly x i toward firefly g using (41) 
Experimental Results
In order to derive conclusions regarding the accuracy and the computational complexity of the proposed methods, we have conducted a long series of experiments on various images representing signatures.
The quality of each algorithm from the accuracy of resulted alignment point of view has been measured in terms of success rate, computed as follows. For each input pair of images, we denote by Tests the number of tests and let Success be the number of successful tests. We call an algorithm test a success if the fitness of the resulted best individual exceeds 0.85. Note that, for each image, each technique has been tested 500 times to obtain meaningful results. The success rate of a certain algorithm, SR, is given by
Moreover, one of the most commonly used quantitative similarity measures, SNR, has been computed to derive conclusions on the registration quality. The SNR value computed for a certain sensed image S versus a reference image T of the same size (M, N) is defined by SNR(T, S)= 10
The computational complexity/efficiency of each algorithm is evaluated in terms of execution time. Our tests have been conducted on a computer with the following configuration: Processor-Intel Core I7-7700 3.60 GHZ, Memory-8GB DDR4 2400 MHZ, Storage-1 TB HDD 7200 RPM, SATA3.
In the following we present the experimentally established results in case of using each class of metaheuristics. The success rate and the mean values of mutual information ratio (MIR), SNR and run time respectively are reported below.
The mean value corresponding to each above-mentioned performance measure has been computed by averaging the values of the corresponding measure resulted for each run. Note that each algorithm has been run 500 times for each input pair of images P J . The reported results correspond to a set of 19 pair of images representing signatures, SP J , perturbed by the same degradation model (8) .
The techniques belonging to the first class, APSO1 and APSO2, implement APSO algorithms using the updating rules (41) and (42) respectively. In our tests the parameters were set as follows: β 0 = 2, γ = 2, α damp = 0.99 and the population size is 50.
The results of applying APSO1 and APSO2 techniques to register the images belonging to SJ are displayed in Tables 1-4 . The tests pointed out that APSO2 persistently obtains better results from the accuracy point of view, but the computational effort is slightly increased as compared to APSO1.
Note that there are situations in which the accuracy of APSO2 is significantly better than the accuracy of APSO1. Nevertheless, the accuracy of APSO-based recognition procedure is still low for some input pairs of images.
The second class of algorithms includes Firefly1 and Firefly2, variants of Firefly algorithms considering the updating rules (31) and (36) respectively. In our tests the parameters were set as follows: β 0 = 2, γ = 2, α damp = 0.98 and the population size is 30. Obviously, the firefly approaches involve a significantly larger computational effort as compared to APSO algorithms.
From the accuracy point of view, SR = 100% for all pair of images in SJ , while MIR values are around 0.87 and the SNR index frequently exceeds 24. The results are displayed in Tables 1-4 .
Note that the computational effort is significantly reduced in case Firefly technique is implemented based on the updating rule (36).
The hybrid techniques belonging to the third class of proposed methods, ES-APSO1 and ES-APSO2, implement the algorithm described in Section 5.2 based on the updating rules (41) and (42) respectively. We conducted the tests using the following parameters setting: The results of applying ES-APSO1 and ES-APSO2 techniques to register the images belonging to SJ are displayed in Tables 1-4 . Taking into account both accuracy and efficiency points of view, the proposed hybrid methods prove excellent results.
Note that the APSO and Firefly parameters β 0 and γ are usually set in (0, 10) [25, 31] . In order to tune the parameters values to the considered registration problem, we have implemented a standard self-adaptive method. The initial values of β 0 and γ are set to 2. As the APSO/Firefly self-adaptive procedure evolves, the values of β 0 and γ vary between 1.8 and 2.1. We conclude that we can set β 0 and γ to 2, the result being consistent to the parameters used in reference [32] for the PSO algorithm. The parameter α was set either using (31) or (36).
In case of the Firefly algorithm, the recommended population size is usually between 15 and 100 [25] . Since the APSO algorithm is a reduced variant of the Firefly algorithm, we used µ = 50 individuals for APSO and µ = 30 for Firefly. In case of the hybrid approaches, the initial population generation is replaced by an ES method that computes µ = 50 sized populations with best individual having the fitness value above a certain threshold. The APSO algorithms are implemented next taking into account only the best µ = 22 individuals.
Also, a series of tests to evaluate the quality of the proposed classes of algorithms against the quality of the well-known One Plus One Evolutionary Optimizer (EO) have been performed [33] . From both accuracy and computation effort points of view, the results obtained by the proposed hybrid methods are significantly better as compared to the aforementioned optimizer in most of the cases. For instance, in case of the pair of images depicted in Figure 1a ,b the register image using ES-APSO2 is presented in Figure 2a Taking into account both accuracy and efficiency points of view, the proposed hybrid methods prove excellent results.
Note that the APSO and Firefly parameters and are usually set in (0,10) [25, 31] . In order to tune the parameters values to the considered registration problem, we have implemented a standard self-adaptive method. The initial values of and are set to 2. As the APSO/Firefly self-adaptive procedure evolves, the values of and vary between 1.8 and 2.1. We conclude that we can set and to 2, the result being consistent to the parameters used in reference [32] for the PSO algorithm. The parameter α was set either using (31) or (36).
Also, a series of tests to evaluate the quality of the proposed classes of algorithms against the quality of the well-known One Plus One Evolutionary Optimizer (EO) have been performed [33] . From both accuracy and computation effort points of view, the results obtained by the proposed hybrid methods are significantly better as compared to the aforementioned optimizer in most of the cases. For instance, in case of the pair of images depicted in Figure 1a ,b the register image using ES-APSO2 is presented in Figure 2a 
Conclusive Remarks and Suggestions for Further Work
The work reported in the paper addresses the problem of binary image registration for signature recognition purposes. We proposed a series of EC techniques in order to align a sensed image to a target one using the mutual information measure to compute the similarities between two images.
We evaluated the quality of the results from both accuracy and computational complexity points of view. The accuracy was established in terms of the percentage of successful runs, the quality of the solutions being also calculated in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio. The computational complexity was defined based on execution time (run time).
The first class of methods consists of APSO approaches, where the updating rules are defined based on the attributes range and the quality of current candidate solution. Based on the obtained results, we conclude that the algorithms are very fast and, in most of the cases, the accuracy is fairly good.
The class of firefly-based techniques comprises very accurate algorithms, the success percentage being 100% for every tested pair of images. The main drawback of the proposed Firefly1 and Firefly2 methods is their execution time. However, the efficiency of firefly-based approach can be significantly improved by defining updating rules that consider, besides other criteria, the attractors quality.
Finally, to find a trade-off between the accuracy and the efficiency of the algorithms, we developed a hybrid method that combines the ability of auto-adaptive ES search to discover a global optimum solution with the strong quick convergence ability of APSO. The obtained algorithms proved very fast and are also highly accurate. Also, a series of experiments led to the conclusion that the proposed hybrid technique outperforms the well-known One Plus One Evolutionary Optimizer (EO) from the accuracy point of view.
We conclude that the results are encouraging and entail future work toward extending the proposed approach to more complex perturbation models as well as more complex hybrid and memetic techniques.
